The Dell™ Connected Configuration service gives you complete control to configure your systems exactly the way you want. Inside of our facilities, you will be able to put an instance of your system management software such as Microsoft Endpoint Manager or MDT.

Via a secure VPN connection, you now can get direct access to servers in our Configuration Centers where you can complete all of your configuration tasks.

The Dell Connected Configuration Service allows imaging, changing BIOS settings, partitioning hard drives, loading third party software and applications and installing the latest drivers and patches as set up in your own customized task sequence. You will also be able to complete configuration tasks such as joining the domain that traditionally only can be performed when the system is present in your own network.

**Key benefits:**
- Speed — fastest way to deploy systems customized to individual users
- Configuration management from one central location for all PCs
- Real-time change control
- Systems arrive fully configured including:
  - Imaging
  - Domain join
  - Active directory enrollment
  - BIOS
  - Hard drive encryption

---

**Perform real-time configuration updates directly inside our configuration center.**

**Dell Connected Configuration Service**

Take full control and simplify the process of configuring new systems as they are built in our manufacturing facilities.
Customize new systems with your latest configuration preferences inside our facility as part of the manufacturing process

- Faster imaging
- BIOS settings
- Hard drive encryption
- Driver and patch installation
- Third party software installation
- Domain join

**Experts**
- Integration with systems management software such as Microsoft Endpoint Manager and MDT
- All configuration information is stored with the system management software

**Insights**
- VPN connection to a server inside the Dell Configuration Center
- Configuration management from one central location for all PCs simplifies version control

**Ease**
- Systems arrive fully configured inclusive of: domain join, active directory enrollment, imaging, BIOS and encryption

For more information about Connected Configuration Services, please contact your representative.